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Abstract—We propose a hybrid Pythagorean Time Difference
of Arrival and Differential Received Signal Strength based
Factor Graph (PTDOA-DRSS-FG) to estimate the location
of unknown radio wave emitter in outdoor environments.
The term of ”unknown” indicates that the knowledge of
neither time of departure (TOD) nor absolute transmit power
of the radio wave emitter are required. The PTDOA-FG
can eliminate the necessity of TOD knowledge of the
target signal transmission and DRSS-FG can eliminate
the necessity of the knowledge of target absolute transmit
power. However, PTDOA-FG alone requires perfect time
synchronism between sensors, which is difficult in practice.
On the other hand, DRSS-FG alone requires the most
suitable monitoring spots. In this paper, PTDOA-FG is used
to provide the rough estimation of the target position to select
the most suitable monitoring spots for DRSS-FG technique.
It is shown that, in terms of root mean square error (RMSE)
vs. iteration times, the achieved RMSE of the proposed
technique is better than the PTDOA-FG alone and very
close to the DRSS reference, i.e., the DRSS-FG technique
with the idealistic monitoring spots. Performing the proposed
technique in the framework of factor graph (FG) does not
require excessive computational complexity due to the fact
that using the Gaussian distribution model, it uses mean and
variance only with the sum-product algorithm.

1. Introduction
Geolocation is a multidisciplinary topic that has been
recognized as a key to provide location-based services in
recent and future mobile communication systems, e.g.,
smart transportation systems, fraud detection, missing
object detection, wireless security, and public safety
systems. The current trend of Geolocation is to establish
low-cost, high accuracy, and low complexity techniques.
Furthermore, another challenging problem in geolocation
is that estimating the location of unknown target, where
the term ”unknown” in this paper indicates that the
knowledge of neither time of arrival (TOA) nor transmit
power of the radio wave emitter, are required [1], [2], [3].
Wireless geolocation is defined as the process to
calculate a geographical coordinate of radio wave emitter
by observing the electromagnetic wave properties [1]. The
measurement of electromagnetic wave properties such as
TOA, received signal strength (RSS), time difference of

arrival (TDOA), and their combinations are utilized to
estimate the geographical location of a radio wave emitter.
We present techniques that performed geolocation
through combining the measurements of RSS and TOA
in [4] as well as combining the RSS and direction of
arrival (DOA) in [5]. The results of joint techniques show
better accuracy than the utilization of each parameter
alone, i.e., RSS, TOA, and DOA. However, to obtain DOA
information, antenna arrays and/or directional-antenna are
needed, which impose significant hardware complexity.
Even though hybrid RSS-TOA technique is less costly
due to the unnecessity of additional hardware, it cannot
be applied to estimate the position of unknown radio
wave emitter since it is almost impossible to extract the
absolute transmit power and the time of departure (TOD)
information from the unknown target.
To estimate the position of unknown wave emitter, we
propose in this paper a hybrid technique by combining
Pythagorean time difference of arrival (PTDOA), and
differential signal strength (DRSS) based Factor Graph,
where each of PTDOA-alone and DRSS-alone technique
has been presented in [1], [6]. In the same way in [4],
the hybrid use of RSS and TOA as [4] can achieve higher
accuracy while keeping computational complexity low.
The use of factor graph (FG) in the proposed
hybrid technique Pythagorean Time Difference of Arrival
and Differential Received Signal Strength based Factor
Graph (PTDOA-DRSS-FG) makes it easy to describe
the algorithm structure, where the global function is
separated into several local functions [7]. Fig. 1 shows
the entire structure of the proposed technique in a single
FG. There are two nodes in the FG, i.e., (1) the square
shape is called factor node, which calculates the updated
Soft Information (SI) messages; representing mean and
variance of parameters required to convert the location of
the target position at the final stage; (2) the round shape is
called the variable node, which performs the sum-product
algorithm and the values of the node output are forwarded
to the factor nodes. It should be noticed that only means
and variances of measurement data are exchanged between
the factor and variable nodes because of the Gaussianity
assumption of the measurement data.

1.1. Related Work
Ref. [8] first introduces an FG based geolocation
technique which performs the sum-product algorithm

Figure 1: The proposed PTDOA-DRSS-based FG.

to estimate the location of a target using TOA. Only
mean and variance of TOA measurement, assumed to be
Gaussian-distributed, are exchanged between the nodes.
Each sensor performs multiple measurements of TOA and
calculates the mean and variance empirically.
Ref. [9] proposes a TOA-based FG technique which
is basically the same as the technique shown in [10].
However, it takes into account that the measurement error
of TOA is included in measured data of each sensor,
in the process of the conversion of the parameters to
the distance. Nevertheless, direct use of TOA is not
practical because it requires perfect time synchronisation
of the target which is impossible if the target is unknown.
Therefore, to eliminate the necessity of the time stamp
knowledge, we have proposed Pythagorean TDOA-based
FG (PTDOA-FG) in [1] by modifying the TOA-based FG
technique in [9].
Ref. [11] proposes a geolocation technique using
RSS-based FG. It requires knowledge of RSS obtained
by measuring the strength of the received training signal,
transmitted from monitoring spots. The obtained training
reference of RSS data in the unit of watt is converted to
dB as the input of the FG. The RSS reference obtained
through the training is then used to produce path-loss
profile by interpolation, where local linearity is exploited
to estimate the target location. In an indoor scenario with
the size of 100 m2 , Ref. [11] shows that the technique
can achieve accuracy of 0.6 – 0.9 m with the standard
deviation (STD) of the measurement data 2 × 10−6 –
7 × 10−6 watts.
To eliminate the necessity of absolute transmit power
knowledge of unknown radio wave emitter, we also have
proposed DRSS-based FG (DRSS-FG) in [1] and [6] by

modifying RSS-based FG technique in [11], which works
in the differential domain of RSS parameter between
two sensors. Hence, the subtraction of RSS is required
as a new node in the FG [11]. However, due to the
use of least square formula, as mentioned in [11], the
most suitable monitoring spots is in square formation.
Furthermore, their positions have to be the closest to,
and surrounding the target. The DRSS-FG in [1] assumes
the most suitable monitoring spots are always known,
i.e., the target is located in the middle of the monitoring
spot grid. In practice, there are many monitoring spots
available, hence, finding them requires a help by another
algorithm. To identify the appropriate monitoring spot,
Ref. [11] uses RADAR algorithm in [12], whilst in Ref.
[13], we utilize Voronoi diagram for RSS-based FG in an
outdoor environment. However, both RADAR algorithm
and Voronoi diagram require the knowledge of transmit
power of the target.
Therefore, to identify the suitable initial point, this
paper proposes the use of PTDOA-FG, which selects the
monitoring spots for DRSS-FG in outdoor environments.
The mechanism of combining two schemes is based on
the scheme proposed in [4], i.e., using the output of one
existing method, PTDOA-FG, as the input of the other
existing method, DRSS-FG.

1.2. Contributions
This paper’s major contributions are (1) to propose
an algorithm of hybrid PTDOA and DRSS-FG, with the
aim of its application to outdoor environments, and (2)
to investigate its accuracy through computer simulations
and then compare the estimation utilizing PTDOA-FG

alone. The hybrid PTDOA-DRSS-based FG algorithm, as
shown in Fig. 1, utilizes parameters of differential TOA
and RSS which are obtained by the subtraction between
two sensors. The result of the PTDOA-FG estimation
algorithm at the variable nodes (xinit , yinit ), then is used
as the initial point for DRSS-FG as well as becomes a
rough estimate of the target position for selecting the
four most appropriate monitoring spots. The final variable
nodes of DRSS-FG (x, y) is the final estimate of the target
position. In this paper, for the accuracy comparison, we
also evaluate the case where (1) the initial point position
for estimating the actual target position is idealistic, e.g.,
the case where the initial point is in the same grid of
monitoring spots as the real target position, and (2) the
case where the initial point is not necessarily be in the
same grid of the monitoring spot as the target position
requires.

2. System
Model
of
PTDOA-DRSS-FG Technique

Hybrid

The system consists of one target (x, y ), multiple
N sensors (Xh , Yh ), where h is indicating the sensor
index, h = 1, 2, · · · , N, and several monitoring spots
(xm , ym ), where m indicates the monitoring spots index.
Both PTDOA-FG and DRSS-FG have nodes performing
message subtraction between any sensor pairs, i and j
which i 6= j and {i, j} ∈ h.
The target is a static unknown (anonymous) radio
wave emitter. While, the positions of sensors as well
as the monitoring spots are known to the fusion center.
Each sensor sends the information of TDOA, i.e., the
different TOA between two sensors, i and j , ∆τ̂i,j , that
is furthermore converted to the distance dˆi,j taking into
account the velocity of light, and received signal power
at the sensors, i and j , in the unit of watt, P̂wi and P̂wj ,
to the fusion center. The RSS samples at each monitoring
spot are obtained through the offline training process.
The RSS samples, including the training data and
that of the target, are assumed to be expressed by
path-loss exponent model, of which this assumption hold,
averaging over long enough duration of measurement is
needed to eliminate the instantaneous fading variation and
shadowing. Due to the variation accumulated effects of
many independent factors, the measurement error can be
modeled as non-zero Gaussian noise [9], [11]. However,
the process of obtaining measurement data is out of scope
in this paper.
In this section, we briefly explain the PTDOA and
DRSS FG algorithms introduced in [1] independently, as
the initial step towards developing the proposed technique.

2.1. PTDOA-FG Technique
The Pythagorean scheme used in PTDOA-FG is a
modification of Pythagorean scheme presented in [9]. In
[1], we locate several additional set of nodes to eliminate
the necessity of time stamp knowledge of the target signal
transmission. Furthermore, instead of TOA, the input to
the FG is TDOA between sensor pairs.
For smooth understanding, we describe the
PTDOA-FG step by step as follow.

Step-1 TOA denotes the time duration between the
signal departure at the transmitter and arrival at the
receiver. In this case, the transmitter is the target and the
receiver is the sensor. TOA τ̂ can be expressed as
τ̂ = τ̂a − τ̂d ,

(1)

where τ̂a is the time when signal arrives at the sensor,
and τ̂d is time when the signal departs from the target.
Note that for the simplicity, we omit the sensor index in
(1). For the unknown target, the information of departure
time τ̂d is not known. Hence, [1] utilizes TDOA ∆τ̂ to
eliminate the necessity of τ̂d knowledge by subtracting τ̂a
between sensors, as
∆τ̂i,j = τ̂i − τ̂j
= (τ̂ai − τ̂d ) − (τ̂aj − τ̂d )
= τ̂ai − τ̂aj .

(2)

The step for obtaining TDOA ∆τ̂i,j applies to all the
sensors, as shown in Fig. 1.
Step-2 In the fusion center, the TDOA sample can be
directly converted to the difference of Euclidean distance,
dˆi,j = ∆τ̂i,j · c, where c is the velocity of electromagnetic
wave propagation 3 × 108 m/s. Referring to the FG shown
in Fig. 1, factor node Ei,j converts K samples into
difference of Euclidean distance and then calculates the
2
mean mEi,j →di,j and variance σE
as the message
i,j →di,j
to be exchanged in the FG. The subscript arrow →
indicates the flow of messages among the nodes in the
FG.
Step-3 Since there are only two nodes directly
connected to variable node di,j , it passes the message from
the factor node Ei,j to the factor node Di,j in the form
of mean mdi,j →Di,j and variance σd2i,j →Di,j as
mdi,j →Di,j = mEi,j →di,j ,

(3)

2
σd2i,j →Di,j = σE
.
i,j →di,j

(4)

Step-4 Factor node Di,j , so called Euclidean distance
estimator node, converts the difference Euclidean distance
to the equivalent Euclidean distance, given by the
following operations:
mDi,j →ri = mdi,j →Di,j + mrj →Di,j ,

(5)

mDi,j →rj = −mdi,j →Di,j + mri →Di,j ,

(6)

2
σD
= σd2i,j →Di,j + σr2j →Di,j ,
i,j →ri

(7)

2
σD
= σd2i,j →Di,j + σr2i →Di,j .
i,j →rj

(8)

Step-5 Variable node rh , with subscript h means the
sensor index, {i, j} ∈ h, updates the messages from the
node Di,j and Ch according to the sum-product algorithm,
and then forwards the updated messages to the destination
nodes. The updated messages from the variable node rh
to the factor node Di,j are expressed in (9) and (10),
whilst (11) and (12) express the updated messages from
the variable node rh to the factor node Ch . The mean
2
mCh →rh and variance σC
indicate the messages from
h →rh
factor node Ch , as

if

1
σr2h →Di,j



N
X

=

n=1,n6=i,n6=j

mrh →Di,j = σr2h →Di,j ·

N
X

n=1,n6=i,n6=j

1
σr2h →Ch

=

1
1
+ 2
,
2
σa
σCh →rh

(9)



ma  mCh →rh 
+ 2
,
σa2
σCh →rh

N
X

1
,
σ2
n=1,n6=h a


mrh →Ch = σr2h →Ch · 

end,

where constants  in (20) and δ in (21) are ad-hoc
parameters which are chosen empirically and b can be
either mCh →∆xh or mCh →∆yh .
Step-7 It is similarly to Step-3, since there are only
two nodes directly connected to the relative distance nodes
∆xi and ∆yi . The means (mAh →∆xh , mBh →∆yh ) are set
2
2
at 0 and variances (σA
, σB
) are set at 1 as
h →∆xh
h →∆yh
the initial value for the first iteration. Step-7 is expressed
as
m∆xh →Ch = mAh →∆xh ,
(22)
m∆yh →Ch = mBh →∆yh ,

(10)

(11)
N
X

n=1,n6=h


ma 
,
σa2

(12)

where a = Dh,n → rh for h < n, a = Dn,h → rh for
h > n.
The messages exchanged between node rh and Di,j
eliminate the necessity of the time stamp knowledge, and
hence plays crucial role in the algorithm. Then, in the first
iteration, we set the initial value of mean mCh →rh = 0
2
and variance σC
= 1.
h →rh
Step-6 The Pythagorean node Ch is the critical node
because it performs Pythagorean operations to update the
messages for the FG iteration. It replaces the messages
in rh as expressed in (13) and (14), and obtains the
relative distance messages in variable node ∆xh and ∆yh
as expressed in (15) to (18). Initial values of m2∆xh →Ch
2
2
and m2∆yh →Ch are set to 0, while σ∆x
, σ∆y
h →Ch
h →Ch
are set to 1 for the first iteration.
q
mCh →rh = m2∆xh →Ch + m2∆yh →Ch ,
(13)
2
σC
=
h →rh

m2∆xh →Ch

mCh →∆xh
mCh →∆yh

2
· σ∆x
h →Ch
m2∆xh →Ch

+ m2∆yh →Ch
+ m2∆yh →Ch

·

2
σ∆y
h →Ch

q
= ± m2rh →Ch − m2∆yh →Ch ,
q
= ± m2rh →Ch − m2∆xh →Ch ,

(14)
(15)
(16)

2
m2rh →Ch · σr2h →Ch + m2∆yh →Ch · σ∆y
h →Ch
,
m2rh →Ch − m2∆yh →Ch
(17)
2
m2rh →Ch · σr2h →Ch + m2∆xh →Ch · σ∆x
2
h →Ch
σCh →∆yh =
.
m2rh →Ch − m2∆xh →Ch
(18)
There are three additional constraints to keep stability
of the updated message of this node. The constraint (19)
is to avoid the value of updated message to diverge, the
constraint (20) is to avoid the value of updated messages
shrink to zero, while the constraint (21) is to avoid the
negative value which resulting the complex number in the
following operations.
2
σC
=
h →∆xh

if

2
2
σC→r
> max(σD→r
)
2
2
σC→r = max(σD→r )

(19)

end,
if
end,

mr→C < 
mr→C = 

(20)

m2rh →Ch − m2b < 0
m2b = sign(mb ) × (abs(m2rh →Ch ) − δ) (21)

2
2
σ∆x
= σA
,
h →Ch
h →∆xh
2
2
σ∆yh →Ch = σBh →∆yh ,

(23)

m∆xh →Ah = mCh →∆xh ,
m∆yh →Bh = mCh →∆yh ,

(24)

2
2
σ∆x
= σC
,
h →Ah
h →∆xh
2
2
σ∆yh →Bh = σC
.
h →∆yh

(25)

Step-8 The factor nodes Ah and Bh convert the
messages of the relative distance which are calculated in
the variable nodes xinit and yinit . The operations in these
nodes are express as

,

mAh →xinit = Xh − m∆xh →Ah ,
mBh →yinit = Yh − m∆yh →Bh ,

(26)

2
2
σA
= σ∆x
,
h →xinit
h →Ah
2
2
σBh →yinit = σ∆y
,
h →Bh

(27)

mAh →∆xh = Xh − mxinit →Ah ,
mBh →∆yh = Yh − myinit →Bh ,

(28)

2
σA
= σx2init →Ah ,
h →∆xh
2
σB
= σy2init →Bh .
h →∆yh

(29)

Step-9 In the iteration process, the variable nodes xinit
and yinit sum the messages according to the sum-product
algorithm as expressed in (30) and (31) and send the result
back to factor nodes Ah and Bh .
1
σx2init →Ah

=

N
X

1

σ2
n=1,n6=h An →xinit

mxinit →Ah = σx2init →Ah ·

N
X
n=1,n6=h

,

mAn →xinit
.
2
σA
n →xinit

(30)

(31)

Equations (30) and (31) for the variable node xinit can
be applied in the same way as to the variable node yinit .
Step-10 Repeat the processes of Step-4 to Step-9 until
the iteration converges.
Step-11 When the iteration converges, the variable
nodes xinit and yinit sum all incoming messages as
1
σx2init

=

N
X

1
,
2
σ
n=1 An →xinit

(32)

mxinit = σx2init ·

N
X
mAn →xinit
.
σ2
n=1 An →xinit

(33)

The operations to obtain myinit are exactly in the same
way as (32) and (33).
Then the final values of (mxinit , myinit ) represent
the rough position estimate of the target obtained by
PTDOA-FG. The values of (mxinit , myinit ) are used as the
initial point of the DRSS-FG technique as well to select
the four most suitable monitoring spots having the closest
position to the target. The more details of derivation of
Step-1 to Step-10, reader may refer to Chapter 4 in [1].

−1

· BT · c,

(37)

where a is a vector having its coefficients axi,j , ayi,j , aPi,j ,
B is matrix of x, y , and p, and c is vector of the non-zero
constant which is set 1 in this paper.
Then, the mean (mFPi,j →x ,mFPi,j →y ) and variance
(σF2 P →x ,σF2 P →y ) can be obtained as
i,j

i,j

mFPi,j →y = αyi,j +βyi,j ·mxi,j →FPi,j +γyi,j ·mP̂i,j , (39)

By using DRSS-FG, the position of the target
(x, y ) can be estimated via the relationship between the
differential the received signal powers, obtained from
the sensors, and the path-loss model estimated from the
training data. It should be noticed that the training data,
which the RSS samples of monitoring spots are collected
during the system off-line, is the result of averaging
over long enough duration of measurements to eliminate
the shadowing and instantaneous fading. Hence, the RSS
samples are assumed in the path-loss model expressed as

 

d
4πd0 fc
+ 10n log
,
(34)
Ph (d) = 20 log
c
d0
where P is path-loss exponent in dB, d, do , fc , c and n are
Eculidean distance from h-th sensor to monitoring spot or
target in meter, reference distance of exponential model
of path-loss in meter, carrier frequency in Hz, velocity
of light in m/s, and coefficient of path-loss exponent,
respectively.
For simplicity, in this subsection, the flow of the
DRSS-FG run in the fusion center is also briefly described
step by step.
Step-1 Factor node Hph provides RSS samples sent
by the sensors P̂wh , which is originally in units of watt,
then converted to logarithmic scale of dB, Pˆh .
Step-2 Variable node Nph passes the messages from
factor node Hph to factor node Gpi,j .
Step-3 Factor node Gpi,j performs subtracting the
logarithmic RSS samples between two sensors to obtain
DRSS samples expressed as
(35)

and then calculates the mean mP̂i,j and the variance σP̂2
i,j
to be used as the DRSS input to factor node FPi,j .
Step-4 Variable node Npi,j directly forwards the
messages from the factor node Gpi,j to node FPi,j .
Step-5 Factor node FPi,j creates linear plane to
approximate the position of target utilizing the training
data sent from four appropriate monitoring spots, where
target is inside of their grid. As detailed presented in [11],
the equation for creating the linear plane is expressed as
follow
axi,j · x + ayi,j · y + aPi,j · Pi,j = ci,j ,

a = (BT · B)

mFPi,j →x = αxi,j +βxi,j ·myi,j →FPi,j +γxi,j ·mP̂i,j , (38)

2.2. DRSS-FG Technique

P̂i,j = P̂i − Pˆj ,

an arbitrary non-zero constant which is set to one in this
paper.
From this equation (36), we obtain the the LS solution
in matrix form as [11]

(36)

where axi,j , ayi,j , and aPi,j are coefficients of the plane
equation; x and y denotes the target position; and ci,j is

σF2 P

i,j

σF2 P

i,j

→x

= βx2i,j .σy2i,j →FP

→y

= βy2i,j .σx2i,j →FP

where
αxi,j = c/axi,j ,
βxi,j = −ayi,j /axi,j ,
γxi,j = −aPi,j /axi,j ,

i,j

i,j

+ γx2i,j .mP̂i,j ,

(40)

+ γy2i,j .mP̂i,j ,

(41)

αyi,j = c/ayi,j ,
βyi,j = −axi,j /ayi,j ,
γyi,j = −aPi,j /ayi,j .

(42)

Step-6 The messages are iteratively exchanged
between the factor node FPi,j and variable nodes x and
y until they converge to determine the estimated target
position (x, y) by performing the sum-product algorithm
as in the operations expressed in (30) to (33).
All the notations are summarized in Table 1. For
the detail function of each step, except for Step-3, can
be found in [11], and more detail explanation regarding
DRSS part, particularly the explanation for factor node
Gpi,j explanation, can be found in [1].

3. Simulation Results
This section describes the result of the series computer
simulations conducted using Matlab to evaluate the
performance of the proposed technique, while the real
experiment to verify the proposed technique is left for
the next publication because the current real measurement
data is not large enough. The simulation area is set in
1, 000 × 1, 000 m2 , having 3 separated sensors and 1
static unknown target which the position of each trial is
randomly chosen as shown in Fig. 2. All sensors (Xh , Yh )
are assumed to be synchronized to each other. However,
in practice, it may difficult to set perfect synchronism up
to µs scale. Therefore, in this paper, we set 100 m of
standard deviation (STD) in the computer simulations for
TDOA part, and the SNR value for DRSS part is chosen
empirically. The detail of simulation parameter is provided
in Table 2.
Since the target is chosen randomly, there are, at least,
three possible cases as shown in Fig. (4a), (4c), (4e)
indicating the simulation result, which Fig. (4b), (4d), (4f)
are the zoomed version of (4a), (4c), (4e), respectively.
The first case as shown in Fig. (3a), so called the idealistic
case, i.e., when the target takes place in the center
of monitoring spot grid, surrounded by four monitoring
spots, and the initial point given by PTDOA-FG result
placed in the same grid. It should be noticed that four

TABLE 1: The notations in each node.
Messages flow
Ei,j → di,j
di,j → Di,j



r→D
r→C
Ch → rh





mdi,j →Di,j , σd2



i,j →di,j

2
mEi,j →di,j , σE









i,j →di,j

Di,j → ri

mdi,j →Di,j , σd2 →D
i,j
i,j


mri →Di,j , σr2i →Di,j


mrj →Di,j , σr2j →Di,j

i,j →Di,j


mdi,j →Di,j , σd2 →D
i,j
i,j


mj , σj2
j 6= i


2
m∆xh →Ch , σ∆x
h →Ch 

2
m∆yh →Ch , σ∆y
→C
h



h

Ai → ∆xi
Ai → x
Bi → ∆yi
Bi → y
∆xi → Ci
∆xi → Ai
xinit → Ai
yinit → Bi
x → Fi,j
y → Fi,j

h

+ m2∆y →C ,
h →Ch
h
h
2
2
2
m2
σ
∆xh →Ch ∆xh →Ch +m∆yh →Ch σ∆yh →Ch
2
2
m∆x →C +m∆y →C



mrh →Ch , σr2



mrh →Ch , σr2

2
m∆xh →Ch , σ∆x
h →Ch

mi , σi2

mi , σi2

mi , σi2

±

q

h

h

h

H ph → N h
Nh → Gi,j

P̂w,h
P̂h

Gi,j → Ni,j

P̂i and P̂j

Fi,j → x

Fi,j → y

, σ2

,

h

1

=

1
j6=i σ 2
j

P



=

1

i,j

i,j

1
i σ2
i

P

Similar to [9], [11]
Proposed

P̂h
P̂h

mP̂

P̂i,j

σi2

σ2





mP̂ , σ 2
 i,j P̂i,j 
myi,j , σy2i,j


mP̂ , σ 2
i,j
P̂i,j


mxi,j , σx2i,j



- Similar to [9], [11]
- The sign (±) is equal to the
sign of the messages from the
nodes ∆y and ∆x to the node
C

!
mi
,
σi2

mP̂



h


mj
σj2



i,j



–


P
σ2 i
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h
h
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h

mrh →Ch − m2∆x →C ,
h
h
2
2
2
m2
rh →Ch σrh →Ch +m∆xh →Ch σ∆xh →Ch
2
m2
r →C −m∆x →C

±


h

xinit and yinit
x and y



h

2
2
2
m2
rh →Ch σrh →Ch +m∆yh →Ch σ∆yh →Ch
2
m2
−m
r →C
∆y →C


P
σi2 j6=i

Ni,j → Fi,j

h

h



q Constrains (B) and (C)
mrh →Ch − m2∆y →C ,



mj , σj2
j 6= i



j6=i σ 2
j

j

Constrain (A)

h →Ch



- Proposed [1]
- Sensor index is omitted in r →
D and r → C for simplicity, while
i, j ∈ h. The detailed equations are
in (9) – (12)

q
m2∆x

h

h →Ch


2
m∆yh →Ch , σ∆y
h →Ch


Ch → ∆yh

h

- Similar to [9]

mdi,j →Di,j + mri →Di,j ,

σ2
+ σr2i →Di,j
 di,j →Di,j
−mdi,j→D + mrj →Di,j ,
i,j

σd2
+ σr2j →Di,j
i,j→Di,j


P
mj
1
2
2

σi
1
j6=i σ 2 , σi = P

2
σC
h →rh
σr2r →C

Ch → ∆xh

Remarks

2
mEi,j →di,j , σE



τ̂i,j


Di,j → rj

Means, Variances
Outputs

Inputs

, σ2



Proposed

P̂i,j

, σ2



Similar to [9], [11]

P̂i,j

ci,j − ayi,j · myi,j − aPi,j · mP̂

!
i,j

Similar to [11]

a2xi,j
ci,j − axi,j · mxi,j − aPi,j · mP̂

monitoring spots selected by the proposed technique are
exactly the same as the idealistic ones. It is shown in
Fig. (4a) that the proposed technique employs the same
equation planes formed by the appropriate monitoring
spots. Hence, the estimation results of both the proposed
technique and the DRSS reference, where DRSS-FG
technique with the assumption of having monitoring spots
perfectly surrounding the target, meet at the same point
as shown in Fig. (4a) (zoomed in Fig. (4b)).
The second case is the occurrence when the target
is placed either on the grid line or exactly on the same
position of one of the monitoring spots. In this case, there
are two possibilities as shown in Figs. (3b) and (3c). It

a2yi,j

!
i,j

Similar to [11]

is shown in Fig. (3b) that not all the selected monitoring
spots are exactly the same position as the idealistic one.
Only two of four monitoring spots are the same position
as the idealistic one. However, if the selected monitoring
spots are the same as the idealistic ones as shown in
Fig. (3c), the result is the same as the first case. The
Figs. (4c) and (4d) show the trajectory when the selected
monitoring spots are different from the idealistic ones.
It can be observed that, even though the final trajectory,
indicating the final result, of both proposed technique and
DRSS reference are different, but they are still close to
the real target.
The third case is the target and the initial point are

TABLE 2: Simulation Parameters.
Parameter
Sensors position (X, Y )
Target position
Simulation area
Monitoring spot grid
Number of iteration
Number of trial
Number of sample
STD for TDOA
SNR for DRSS
Initial point for
DRSS reference
Frequency carrier fc
Reference distance d0
Pathloss exponent
for urban area n
Epsilon constant 

Value
(100, 0), (1100, 0),
(600, −1000) m
arbitrary
1000 × 1000 m2
100 m
100
100
1000
100 m
(10, 20, 30, 40, 50) m

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

3
3

Figure 2: The simulation scenario in 1000 × 1000 m2
area, 100 m monitoring spot grid, and the target located
arbitrarily.

(a)

(a)

(0, 0) m
1 GHz
100 m

Figure 4: The trajectory of several cases taking into
account the target and the initial point locations toward
monitoring spot grid. (4a) trajectory of idealistic case of
which zoomed picture in (4b), (4c) is trajectory of the
grid line case of which zoomed picture in (4d), (4e) is
trajectory of outside area case of which zoomed picture
in (4f).

(b)

close each other, however, they are in the adjacent grid as
shown in Fig. (3d). In this case, DRSS reference with
idealistic monitoring spots is providing better estimate
than the proposed technique. However, the accuracy
gap between the idealistic DRSS-FG and the proposed
technique is very small as shown in Fig. (4e), zoomed
version in Fig. (4f).

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: Trajectory of several cases taking into account
the target and the initial point relative to the monitoring
spot grid. (3a) is the idealistic case, (3b) and (3c) are the
cases where the initial point is on the grid line, (3d) is
the case where the initial point in outside of the idealistic
grid.

According to the simulations, the idealistic case is
the most frequently happen. It can be observed from
Fig. 5 that the performance of the proposed technique
outperforms the PTDOA-FG alone technique and close to
the idealistic DRSS reference performance. The RMSE of
the proposed technique is the smallest because the initial
point of the proposed is the rough estimation given by the
PTDOA-FG, whilst the DRSS reference and PTDOA-FG
having the initial point from (0, 0).

Average RMSE, Target = (880,-630) m

700

DRSS reference
Proposed PTDOA-DRSS
P-TDOA-FG

RMSE (meter)

600
500
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Figure 5: (5a) The performance of the proposed technique
in term of RMSE vs. Iteration number in case the target
located in the monitoring spot grid. (5b) is zoomed picture
of (5a).

4. Conclusion
We have proposed a hybrid PTDOA-DRSS-based FG
technique to estimate the location of unknown radio
wave emitter, for outdoor environments. With the help
of the PTDOA-FG technique to obtain the initial point
and to identify the most appropriate monitoring spot
positions, the proposed hybrid technique works as good
as the idealistic DRSS-FG technique alone. The computer
simulation results have confirmed that the proposed
technique achieves better accuracy over PTDOA-FG alone
because the proposed technique eliminates the problem
due to the inaccuracy of timing synchronism among the
sensors. Since the DRSS-FG works in the differential
domain, it eliminates the necessity of the knowledge of
the absolute transmit power of the target. Hence, the
proposed hybrid technique requires neither the absolute
timing reference information nor the absolute target
transmit power information. Verification of the accuracy
and the proper operability of the proposed technique in
real fields using field-measurement data obtained through
measurement campaign is the next step of this work.
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